SECTION 12 : BLOCK PAVING

12.1 BEDDING COURSE FOR BLOCK PAVING

All bedding course will be laid in accordance with either Paver Note 1 or NZS 3116:2002 - Interlocking Concrete Block Paving, as specified.

12.2 LAYING OF PAVING BLOCKS

All paving blocks shall be laid in accordance with either Paver Note 1 or NZS 3116:2002 as specified and shall comply with Drawings No. TS 310, 312 & 318 which take preference over the Standards.

12.3 EDGE RESTRAINTS

Refer to Drawings No. TS 312 & 314.

Edge restraints shall be one of the following:

- kerb & channel
- traffic island kerb
- concrete separating strip
- paving blocks on edge cast in concrete
- timber edging

The drawings will specify paving block, the laying pattern and the type of edge restraint.

All pavers must be cut using a power saw unless otherwise specified.